
 

MOTIVATIONS 

Most patients with limited motor skills, affected by Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis 

(ALS) or in a locked-in status, experience difficulties with communication during 

the course of their illness.  

The project aim is to create a simple, cost-

effective, assistive technology that allows a patient 

to communicate through his own brain waves by 

wearing a Brain Computer Interface. 

SYSTEM FEATURES 
A Brain Computer Interface (BCI) can be useful when a healthy brain is locked in a paralyzed body. 

Because the electrical energy in the brain changes depending on what the person is doing, the BCI system 

detects when he or she is concentrating on a particular item and blinking eyes and transmits signals to a 

tablet running the App: “Think it” 

The patient selects a command, interacting with environment around him, for example switching on a ligth 

or turning off an air-conditioner/fan off.  

The commands also goes to a robotic butler which speaks aloud the command by means of a computer-synthesized voice. 

The robotic butler, moves his head and looks at the environment on behalf of the patient.   

Patient’s relatives  interact with the system by sending messages, synthesized by the robotic butler, to the patient. 

CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES 

Only a few people with severe disabilities are already using a BCI for basic 

communication and control in their daily lives.  

With better signal-acquisition hardware, increased 

reliability and, probably most important, affordable 

solutions, BCI may become a major new 

communication and control technology for people 

with disabilities and also for the whole population. 

COMPONENTS 
Raspberry Pi B+: Small and portable board that works as a computer.  

Arduino Uno:  an open-source prototyping platform based on easy-to-use hardware and software   

Raspberry Pi Camera Module 

BCI: MindWave Mobile  produced by Neurosky  with API Think Gear for Android  

Robotic butler: a 3D printed head, equipped with two web-cams and servo-

motors to turn left/rigth, up/down and to open/close the mouth. The head 

comes from an open source project: “InMoov”. 

App “ThinkIt” running on Android devices 
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archimede lab  
concorso indetto dall’IT Archimede per promuovere la  
progettualità, la passione e l’ingegno dei nostri alunni  

Everything in the house can be controlled!!Everything in the house can be controlled!!Everything in the house can be controlled!!   

Switching on a ligth,Switching on a ligth,Switching on a ligth,   

switching off an airswitching off an airswitching off an air---conditioner,conditioner,conditioner,   

closing a window...closing a window...closing a window...   

The patient The patient The patient 
selects a command selects a command selects a command 
by concentrating by concentrating by concentrating 
on a particular on a particular on a particular 
item and blinking item and blinking item and blinking 
eyes eyes eyes    

Speaking is not necessary to communicate! Just think! 

A robotic butler:A robotic butler:A robotic butler:   

   reads aloud the command selected by patient;reads aloud the command selected by patient;reads aloud the command selected by patient;   

   reads aloud messages from relativesreads aloud messages from relativesreads aloud messages from relatives   

   moves his head and looks at the environment on behalf of patientmoves his head and looks at the environment on behalf of patientmoves his head and looks at the environment on behalf of patient   

   

A relative can A relative can A relative can 
send a message send a message send a message 
wherever she is!wherever she is!wherever she is!   
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